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MP4
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Supports 2.4G and 5G

Media Player And other player
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          please click"agree" [user agreement and privacy 
policy] and  allow the eccam app to access your pictures 
and video, or it may lead to fail to connect to wifi.
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 Please understand the display screenshot may be a
 little different depend on different phone models.

For IOS users camera connection setting 

 Camera connection setting
1.For IOS users,please refer directly to Page 17
2.For Android users,please refer directly to Page 24
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Note: Make sure your phone has connected 
to your home WIFi before camera connection 
settings.

1.Plug in the power adapter and turn on the camera.
After 40 seconds, you heard "di" sound,Press the “R” 
button on the back of the camera.
2.After about 10 seconds,the blue light begin to flash.
3.About 5 seconds later, You will hear two "DI DI" in a 
row. It is ready to connect. 
4.Open the "eccam" App,it will need you to “allow 
eccam to send you notifications.
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5.click “+” and choose “Configure WIFI to add device”
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6.Please Click ”Allow while using app” and “next” to 
access to the next step. 

7.Continue to click”Next” and then it will go access 
to setting menu.
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8.Open the "WLAN" menu, find the camera of the 
IPC_**** - ***********, and click on the connection, 
Maybe it will prompt "Unable to join the network" .
plese click "OK" and try to connect again. When the 
connection is successful, click on the upper left corner 
button "eccam" to return to the APP interface.

eccam
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9.Go back to eccam APP and enter your home 
WIFI and password and then Config.
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10.Bind it successfully.Then you should already see
 a screen with the view of the camera.

Note: The old password is: admin. Default password 
         is insecurity,you had better modify it.You can 
         edit your new password in “security code”.
You can give the camera a name.

    If it fails to connect after 120 seconds,please 
double check the wifi password your are entering 
is correct.
A: if the passowrd is incorrect,please press "R" button 
to reset it and try to connect it once again.
B:if the password is correct,please exit APP and 
access to WLAN menu to switch mannual to your 
home wifi.Then access back to run eccam.
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        If you see no picture or a black image (instead of 
the view of the camera), or you have no service, click 
then directly on the picture to load the image. 
       Do not use VPN software while using the eccam 
App. There is a possibility that the camera remains 
offline due to the VPN. Close your VPN.

For Android users camera connection setting
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1. Plug in the power adapter and turn on the camera.. 
After 40 seconds,  you heard "di" sound,Press the “R” 
button on the back of the camera.
2.After about 10 seconds,the blue light begin to flash.
3.About 5 seconds later, You will hear two "DI DI" in a
row. It is ready to connect.
4.Open the "eccam" App,it will need you to “allow
eccam to send you notifications.
Note: Make sure your phone has connected 
to your home WIFi before camera connection 
settings.
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5.click “+” and choose “Configure WIFI to add device”
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6.Click “Next” and “Open” the permissions settings to 
allow eccam to use its location.
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7.Then access back to eccam APP and continue camera 
connection.
Here the wifi now is your home wifi name and please 
access to next step by clicking “connect the camera wifi”.
Note: if the wifi name here is not your home wifi,please
 double check your wifi menu and make sure your phone 
has connected to your home wifi since the incorrect wifi 
will lead to fail to connect.
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8.Find the camera of the IPC_***********, and click on the 
connection,
Maybe it will prompt "the internet may not be available".
Please ignore this tip and access back to eccam APP. 

NOTE: Someone whose phone model is belongs to 
Motorola, Huawei etc may encounter to the below prompt 
after connecting the camera wifi. Please click “yes” firstly 
and then access to next step. If you click “no”here, it may 
cause to fail to connect.
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9.Access to next step.
Note:the wifi name here will be camera wifi that begins 
with IPC. 
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10.Click any area on the screen and access to enter your 
password of home wifi.

Connect successfully.

      If it fails to connect after 
120 seconds,please double 
check the wifi password your 
are entering is correct.
A: if the passowrd is incorrect,
please press "R" button to reset 
it and try to connect it once again.
B:if the password is correct,
please exit APP and access to 
WLAN menu to switch mannual 
to your home wifi.Then access 
back to run eccam.
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Note: The old password is: admin. Default password 
         is insecurity,you had better modify it.You can 
         edit your new password in “security code”.
You can give the camera a name.

    If you see no picture or a black image (instead of 
the view of the camera), or you have no service, click 
then directly on the picture to load the image. 
    Do not use VPN software while using the eccam 
App. There is a possibility that the camera remains 
offline due to the VPN. Close your VPN.

All instructions and guidelines mentioned in this 
chapter are based on the eccam App version 1.0.2.

Using the camera with the eccam app  

Only commonly used features are explained to be 
able to use the camera. This is not an eccam App 
user manual.
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You can share this camera with other people.
Click on the setting icon and then you will see a QR 
code. Others can scan it to share this camera.
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The steps that your family share your device.
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   The sharing of the device with a new user was 
successfully after receiving the following picture.

Note: The sharer needs to modify the security 
code the same with yours.
      If you want to use another mobile phone to 
connect to this camera, press the “R” (RESET) 
button first. After the reset, you can connect the
 new mobile phone device directly.
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You can do a simple basic camera setup or access
all the settings by clicking on the  icon.
You can enable recording of the camera,alarm setting. 
Note: This camera has no night vision function! 

Basic camera setup & settings
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You can modify its name and delete the camera (= 
unbind the device from your account) by clicking on 
the         icon.

      You had better modify the password of the camera. 
The default password is admin.
Any way,if you forget the password after you change 
it,you can reset the camera firstly and connect it once 
again.
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Click on the picture of your camera in the eccam 
Home menu to enter the live view
The live view screen will be your device's menu. 
Most of the important features you can find here.

The live view screen of the camera
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at first,please send an email to us.
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